
FlexiStak is the ultimate solution for effortless  
VRF suspension
Revolutionize the way you handle VRF line sets and mechanical piping with FlexiStak, 
the adjustable pipe hanger that brings unmatched versatility to your installations.

The hanger and track system gives you easy height adjustment at your fingertips, 
and our push-button mechanism simplifies the process, saving you time and effort on 
every installation. 

Whether you’re dealing with small or large pipework, FlexiStak offers  
two hanger sizes, allowing for single and stacked pipework  
configurations, and with its impressive 3” OD capacity, it accommodates  
various pipe sizes, making it ideal for a wide range of applications.

Product Spotlight

Easy height adjustment
Push button mechanism and track system

Modular installation
Multiple hangers can be used on a single track

Fast installation
Saving you valuable time
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Easy height  
adjustment Two hanger sizes Supports various 

pipes sizes Modular installation

Secure and reliable Strong and durable Industry approvals

With its 3” OD capacity, it can 
support both small and large 
diameter insulated pipework, 
making it ideal for a range of 

applications.

Our push-button mechanism 
makes height adjustments 

on the track a breeze, saving 
you time and effort.

The built-in wire gate ensures 
your pipework stays securely 

in place within the hanger.

Made from robust glass-filled 
nylon material, it can support 

an impressive 75 lbs load, 
providing reliability and peace 

of mind.

UL approved, meeting 
stringent industry standards 

for quality and safety.

Small and large variants 
give you the ability to run 

single or stacked pipework.

The ingenious design allows 
for modular installations, 

enabling the use of multiple 
hangers on a single track.

Mechanical

Applications

Plumbing
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Compatible with our Fast Trak system – designed to integrate 
seamlessly, giving you the flexibility to tailor your system to 
your needs.
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Wire gate to 
secure pipework 
in the hanger

Strong glass filled 
nylon material 
supporting 75 lbs

Large 3” OD capacity 
supporting small 
to larger diameter 
insulated pipework

Track lengths 
available for drops 
of 8 – 59 inches

Push button 
mechanism to 
allow for easy 
height adjustment 
on track


